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ES I. Physico-chemical radiometers (PCR)

The scale of a PCR was calibrated with the dose that caused some particular effect on the skin, which one might call the reference skin effect (RSE). If one knows the PCR reading for an RSE in its own unit (Reading\textsubscript{RSE}) and in some modern equivalent (e.g. KfiA\textsubscript{RSE}), it is possible to convert the reading for a given exposure (Reading\textsubscript{expo}) into modern units according to

\[ KfiA\textsubscript{expo} [mGy] = \frac{KfiA\textsubscript{RSE}}{Reading\textsubscript{RSE}} \cdot \frac{Reading\textsubscript{expo}}{KfiA\textsubscript{RSE}} [mGy]. \]

We will see below that the dosimeters that are relevant for us were actually characterized by the epilation dose, estimated at about 3.9 Gy for the soft unfiltered radiation initially used in radiology. We will refer to this value as the “pastille dose” [1].

Physico-chemical radiometers were primarily designed for application in radiotherapy. A nice overview is given by Gleßmer-Junike [2]. Here we only discuss the three devices that are relevant for us (several more existed): The Holzknecht Chromoradiometer, the Kienböck Quantimeter and the Pastille of Sabouraud-Noiré.

The Holzknecht Chromoradiometer was introduced in 1902 and consisted of a salt in the form of a small pill that gradually changed from transparent and nearly colorless to green. The unit 1 H was defined as 1/3 of the dose that caused a light erythema of the skin of the face [3]. It turned out that 5 H caused epilation, 6 H erythema. Holzknecht did not disclose the composition of his radiometer.

Kienböck's Quantimeter (1905) used photographic paper, i.e. cardboard with a layer of rather insensitive “chlorbromsilbergelatine”. He chose a new unit X, defined by 2 X = 1 H [4]. The photographic method was generally considered superior to Holzknecht’s procedure, but was more elaborate because the photographic paper needed development.

A third dosimeter was a pastille made of a piece of paper covered with BaPt(CN)\textsubscript{4}.4H\textsubscript{2}O, developed by Sabouraud and Noiré in 1904 (“chromoradiomètre”) [5]. Its color went under irradiation from bright green to dark yellow-brown; the initial color was indicated with the letter A, the color after a full dose with the letter B. Its unit, SN (some use also the letter B), was also linked to Holzknecht’s scale according to 1 SN = 5 H = 10 X. The authors stated “une dépilation totale d’une région donnée du cuir chevelu, sans radiodermite, sans érythème et sans alopécie définitive”, i.e. a temporary loss of hair on the scalp but no erythema or dermatitis. The SN-pastille was still in use after 1930.
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For all radiometers reference scales were available to convert a color or a shade of grey into a multiple or fraction of the units H, X or SN. Unfortunately these dosimeters were far from perfect: temperature, moisture, ageing, ambient light during use, the light that was used during read-out and subjectivity of the reader in assessing subtle color or grey differences could all affect the outcome. For the Quanitmeter things could go wrong during development: the chemical composition of the developer, temperature and time were critical.

Apart from the imperfections of the radiometers, there was the problem of a poorly defined radiation induced physiological change of the skin at the fundament of the dose unit. In 1924 in a multisite comparison Grebe and Martius found large variations in erythema doses. It turned out that these differences were mainly caused by considering different degrees of erythema. The ratio of the erythema doses of the institutes visited by Grebe and Martius and their own value ranged from 0.66 to 2.58, illustrating the problem [6].

Roughly in the period 1925 – 1935, while the old radiometers were still partly around, the new ion chamber based dosimetry became mature. It is in this period that better measurements of the erythema dose and more accurate calibrations of radiometers were performed. However, the spread in the number of r for an erythema dose remained initially rather large [7]. Schall [8] and Reisner [9] illustrated the nearly insurmountable difficulties in quantifying erythema.

W.E. Schall, from a London firm and another person than the one above, provided an instructive graph in his book “X Rays” (1932) [10], shown in Fig. ES1.

Fig. ES1 The relation between the reading of different radiometers and the corresponding dose in r for unfiltered radiation (170 kVp). The skin erythema and epilation dose are also shown in r and as radiometer readings. From Schall [10]

His erythema dose is set at 550 r; he doesn’t state the field size for which the graph applies, but judging from contemporary literature it must be 6 cm x 8 cm (see for instance Reisner [11,9] and Neeff [12]. One further notes from Schall’s graph that 1 B (1 SN), the pastille dose, corresponds to about 438 r. The graph also illustrates the difference between the epilation and the erythema dose (according to Reisner the difference is about 20% [11]).
Kaye gives an overview of pastille doses in r for low-kVp unfiltered X-rays [1]. From his Table VI (p 573), omitting the 160 and 185 kVp values (such high kVp was never used for radiographs), but including his own results in Table V on P 571, one finds an average of 446 r with a standard deviation of 72 r. Note that this value is similar to that given above (although that was for a higher kVp). The modest standard deviation may reflect improved standardization over the years. Such a pastille dose, measured at that time, seemed to us the most appropriate value to be used together with the radiometer readings retrieved from the literature. We will therefore use a pastille dose equaling 1 SN = 5 H = 10 X = 446 r (3.906 Gy).

Probably it is good to stress that the relation between the number of roentgens, measured with an ionization chamber free in air (as was common practice), and the effect of that amount of radiation on the skin was dependent on the size of the area of the exposed skin. If a certain effect in a very small exposed field was induced for a reading Y, the same effect would already be induced in a large field for a reading of Y/BSF, with BSF the backscatter factor. The dose in air given above for 1 SN corresponds thus to the epilation dose divided by BSF, with the BSF for a 6x8 cm² field. However, relevant for us is only the number of r’s corresponding to color B (i.e. 1 SN), and that this number refers to the quantity kerma free in air.

**ES II. Software and other resources**

The most important tools and resources used are SpekCalc [13-15], the NIST attenuation data [16,17], Graph Grabber [18] and Microsoft Excel [19].

The software program SpekCalc enables the calculation of röntgen spectra for x-ray tubes with a tungsten anode. It also estimates the kerma free in air. The program supports a wide range of DC-tube potentials (40–300 kVp) and anode angles (6° – 30°, recommended, but we will use it also for 45°). Several absorbing materials (aluminum, copper, beryllium and air) can be placed in the beam. In principle the intrinsic and added filtration of a tube can thus be accounted for. However, as small and unintended variations in tubes occur, SpekCalc allows compensation for these by adjustment of a scaling parameter, N_f, for instance on the basis of measured and calculated KfiA. We will see below that the average of the ratio of a series of 32 measured doses (retrieved from the literature) and computed doses was very close to one (0.97±0.21). So we left N_f at its default of 0.68. A second parameter, P, is related to characteristic radiation and should not be changed from the default value of 0.33 [13].

In our simulations one pulse of a pulsed power supply was sampled at 31 points and the X-ray spectra in these points were simulated, taking the current at that point into account when forming the composite spectrum. The spectrum-bin in SpekCalc was set to 1 keV. The simulations were always also done for DC voltage. Doubling the number of sample points for a sine voltage and constant current affected KfiA with less than 0.3%, suggesting our sampling frequency (31 per pulse) was adequate.

The free program Graph Grabber [18] was used to digitize a few voltage and current waveforms that had been observed on early X-rays systems, the digitized data being used with
SpekCalc to obtain the composite X-ray spectrum generated by the pulses. Graph Grabber was also very convenient for digitizing all sorts of graphs.

Microsoft Excel was used for nearly all calculations. Conversions that had to be done repeatedly were automated.

**ES III. X-ray systems: high-voltage generator and X-ray tube**

We consider six combinations, addressing properties that are of interest to our dose reconstruction. More complete information can be found in the 1920 book “The Principles and Practice of Roentgenological Technique” by Hirsch (freely accessible on the Internet) [20] and in Küttener’s book on the first two decades of radiology [21].

**A. Inductor with interrupter and ion tube**

The first X-ray systems were predominantly of this type. Different types of interrupters were in use: mechanical interrupters, mercury interrupters (of the dipping and jet type) and the Wehnelt and Simon electrolytic interrupters. The form of the voltage and current pulses that were used to excite the gas tube could vary considerably. These waveforms depended on the construction of the inductor, the presence of a capacitor in the primary circuit, the type and adjustment of the interrupter, wiring and tube properties. Moreover, the partial vacuum of the tube was not constant: dependent on the use of the tube gas would be trapped or released. This behavior made the X-ray output rather variable, even over short periods. Important for a meaningful milliampere meter reading of the current through the tube was the absence of inverse (or “closing”) current ([20], page 90). Synonyms for “ion tube” are “gas tube” and “cold cathode tube”; the pressure within the tube was of the order of 1 to 10 \* 10^{-3} mbar [22].

**B. Transformer, generally of the Snook type, and ion tube**

The transformer was more stable and permitted higher power than the inductor. The Snook transformer system (1907) had mechanical rectification, the rectifier only conducting during the extremes of the (theoretically) sine-shaped voltage (e.g. from 20° before to 20° after the voltage crest) [23]. Several manufacturers made such rectifier systems. The purpose of using only the voltage crests was reducing the amount of soft radiation by leaving out the low voltages in the sine waveform. However, load switching at high-voltage often caused unpredictable oscillations and pulse distortions. Large losses could occur in arcs if the contacts of the mechanical rectifier were not well adjusted. A transformer with a mechanical rectifier was also called “interrupter-less system”, as the classical interrupter needed on an inductor coil driven by a DC-source was absent. With the inductor-ion-tube system the transformer-ion tube had in common that the tube current changed with the voltage (i.e. current was not saturated as normally the case in a Coolidge tube). The mechanical rectifier disappeared after 1926 when the vacuum thermionic valve, the so called kenotron [24,25], had been perfectioned.
C1. Transformer with mechanical (‘Snook’) rectifier and Coolidge tube

Transformer-Coolidge systems were much more constant in their output than inductor-ion tube combinations. A characteristic of the normal use of a Coolidge tube is a fixed (emission limited) current. Sources of variability were fluctuations in the mains voltage (rather common at the time), which both affected the high-voltage and the tube current (the latter by the heating current of the hot cathode which influenced the electron emission).

Other names for the “Coolidge tube” are “hot cathode tube”, “thermionic emission X-ray tube” or “high vacuum tube” (a modern Coolidge tube has a pressure of about $10^{-6}$ mbar when cold, which can go up to $10^{-4}$ mbar when fully loaded [26].

C2. Transformer and self-rectifying Coolidge tube (one pulse), or transformer with kenotrons and Coolidge tube (one- or two-pulse)

The high-voltage was often estimated from a voltmeter reading derived from the primary. These readings were at least initially prone to considerable error when there was a change in current load (later on one tried to account for this effect). Voltage loss in the secondary circuit could occur due to an underheated cathode of a vacuum rectifying tube (kenotron, after 1926) [27]. Two-pulse systems gave a better balanced load of the mains, transformer and X-ray tube than single-pulse systems, but both systems gave similar radiation [28].

D. Inductor and Coolidge tube

Dauvillier called the combination of inductor and Coolidge tube a bad one [29]. The Coolidge tube could more or less short-circuit the inductor causing a high tube current but a low voltage which gave soft and generally few X-rays. Proper adjustment was in principle possible, but several authors seem to have noticed the anomalous low output with some puzzlement (see ES XI “Inductor and Coolidge tube (D)” for references).

Reference system: DC-generator and Coolidge tube

Today one finds in this class the medium and high frequency power supplies that feed a Coolidge tube. There is some ripple, among others dependent on the magnitude of the current, but from a dosimetric point of view these systems are generally considered as DC. In early radiology also several coil and transformer based DC-generators were developed [30,29,31,24], but they were hardly used in clinical practice. One version was employed by Dauvillier in a study relevant to us in which he compared the output of different generator-tube systems [30].

We might mention that in addition to the pre-1927 indicators for the kVp given in Table 1 we also found in one case the shortest wavelength of the X-rays as a measure for the kVp [93] ($kVp = 12.4/\lambda_{swl}$, with $\lambda_{swl}$ the shortest wavelength in Å with $1 \text{ Å} = 0.1 \text{ nm}$), and in two cases an explicit value of the kVp in [20] (in its method B) and in [71].
ES IV. Maximum heat dissipation in early ion tubes

In 1896 two simple X-ray tubes were rather popular: Jackson’s focus tube (or “Swan Neck”) (Fig. ES2, [32]) and the Chabaud tube (Fig. ES3, [33]).

**Fig. ES2** Jackson’s focus tube (or the Swan Neck) from 1896, a two electrode tube with Pt-anode and focusing Al-cathode [32]

**Fig. ES3** Another 1896 tube with Pt-anode, nickel anode backing and focusing Al-cathode according to Chabaud [33]

Unfortunately their early application in radiography was never adequately documented, as generally only the exposure time, the maximum spark length the coil could produce and sometimes the distance between X-ray tube and plate (or patient) were specified. However, the situation becomes more insightful if reported indications of the temperature of the anode in an operational X-ray tube might be interpreted in a quantitative way. Wright noted in 1897 “anode ... dull red-heat, but bright red-heat means too much current” [32]. Rosenfeld in 1897 was less specific as he just states “that the glowing initially is accompanied with a high intensity of X-rays, but that this diminishes” [34]. Foveau de Cournelles wrote in 1897 that during the preparation for an exposure “on constate que l'anticathode atteint le bon rouge” [35]. Gocht in 1898 stated he used his Chabaud-like tubes somewhat ruthlessly as they all got in due time a focal spot with a changed surface, giving the impression of having been molten, or the anode was
penetrated at that spot. And the focal spot was clearly glowing brightest, the rest showed a secondary glow [36]. Howgrave-Graham in 1900 “the anti-cathode is red hot at its center” [37]. Massiot and Biquard [38] stated that the Pt foil of the first tubes could stand “rouge sombre”, i.e. dark red. Ruhmer in 1904 described a Chabaud-like tube with an isolating backing of the Pt-foil that might become white hot, but stipulating that in the past a glowing anode had to be avoided [39]. Arthur in 1909 warned for not hotter than “cherry-red” [40]. Béclère (1910) implied the temperature might be made so high that with some further increase in dissipation the Pt-foil started to bend (tube current going from 1.5 mA to 2 mA) [41]. Morton in 1915 spoke of “red or nearly white heat” [42]. Bright red glowing of an anticathode is shown in a painting of early fluoroscopy of the thorax by J. Stohr (Fig. ES4) [43]. Dauvillier (1924) is the only author who specified the maximum power of a later Chabaud tube explicitly, in this case a version with the osmo-regulator according to Villard, as “hardly more than forty Watts” [29]. The better the tubes had been baked during evacuation, and probably this process was optimized over the years, the hotter they might be made during use without deteriorating the vacuum. However, “training” or “educating” the tube by using it carefully could improve its load ability also in the first years after 1895. From all reports it becomes clear, that notwithstanding the melting temperature of platinum is as high as 2041 K, it often happened that a hole was burned into the Pt-foil or that it was even heated to liquefaction. The anode could clearly become real hot.

Fig. ES4 A painting by J. Rohr showing fluoroscopy of the thorax in 1896 using an ion X-ray tube with a glowing anticathode. Probably painted in 1985 after contemporary descriptions for “Histoire illustrée de la Radiologie” [43]. Courtesy of Madame Marie-José Pallardy

To limit the (very long) exposure times as much as possible, it is likely the tubes were operated close to their thermal limit. When we assume this limit to correspond with a “dark red” anode, then according to Chapman [44] the temperature of the Pt-anode must have been about 700-800°C. We take the average, 750°C. From construction details and basic physics rough estimates of the maximum thermal load and X-ray output can now be made for the two simple tubes shown in Fig. ES2 and ES3.
In an ion tube about 10% of the energy is dissipated in the cathode [45]. Another and more substantial loss comes from electrons that are scattered from the anode or anti-cathode. According to Behling [26] this energy loss is 38.6% in a Coolidge tube (smooth W anode, impact angle 90°, p 70). According to data from Reimer this value is slightly higher for a Pt target that is hit under the more glancing angle of 45°: about 43.5% [46]. These scattered electrons caused the green fluorescence of the tube’s envelope and the “glass X-rays”, but their main effect was heating the glass wall (one reason to make the bulb of tubes large, the other was that the “vacuum” remained longer constant upon release or capture of some gas). The total loss was thus about one half (0.1+0.9*0.435=0.49). Albers-Schönberg reported in his 1910 book [47] a heat production in the tube wall of about 60% of that in the anti-cathode, whereas the modern estimate by Reimer would amount to (0.435/0.565)*100 = 77%. Note that the X-rays generated in the W or Pt target consumed less than 1% of the total electrical energy.

**Fig. ES5** Heat radiated off by a Pt anode with an area of 1.6 cm² as a function of temperature (for a reading in degrees Celcius subtract 273 from the Kelvin scale). The graph applies to Jackson’s focus tube (Swan Neck). For an early Chabaud tube the vertical scale has to be multiplied by about two

- Jackson’s focus tube or Swan Neck tube (Fig. ES2)

In July 1896 Macintyre [48] reported in the Lancet about the successful detection of a kidney stone with X-rays using a focus tube from the firm of Newton in London. This ion-tube was equipped with a Pt-foil anode. An idea of the power that such a tube could dissipate can be obtained from the heat that could be given off by radiation (other heat losses are likely to be
small). The dimensions of the anode are about ½ inch square, corresponding to an area of 1.6 cm² (measured for us by Dr. Zahi Hakim who owns such a tube). The radiant emittance of a black body is given by the law of Stefan-Boltzmann: 5.67E-08 T⁴ WattK⁻⁴m⁻², where T stands for the temperature in Kelvin. However, the emissivity of Pt is much lower than that of a black body. Between 283 and 1773 K it increases from 0.037 to 0.191 [49]. Fig. ES5 shows the radiated power as a function of the temperature of the anode.

Assuming the anode tolerated about 750°C (1023 K), the corresponding loss by heat radiation is according to Fig. ES5 about 2.5 W. Taking the other losses into account, one finds that the electrical power could be about 2.5/0.5 ≈ 5 Watt. The load might be higher if the emissivity were higher than that of lustrous Pt, but one doesn’t expect the noble metal Pt to corrode. Due to the T⁴ dependence of the heat emission the allowed load is rather sensitive to the temperature seen as safe: for example, a 100 °C increase would raise the allowed power by about 58%, a similar decrease diminish the allowed loading by 39%. The ESAK would change with nearly the same percentages.

- Chabaud tube (Fig. ES3)

This tube is not too different from the Swan Neck, except that the Pt foil in the anticathode was circular (diameter of about 20 mm) and had a nickel backing [33]. The area of the anticathode was thus about double that of the Swan Neck (3.14 cm² instead of 1.6 cm²). Nickel has a higher emissivity than Pt (0.19 at 1273 K) [49] and the melting point, although lower than that of Pt, is still relatively high at 1727 K. The tube could therefore radiate about twice the heat, allowing an electrical load of about 10 W. This type of tube was made by many manufacturers, as can be seen in the book by Rønne and Nielsen [50].

Finally, note that both the Jackson and Chabaud tube have only two electrodes: a cathode and an anode. Nearly all ion tubes had three, and the X-ray producing electrode was then called the anti-cathode.

Many early inductors could handle around 100 Watt (e.g. the two antique coils in Maastricht). From electrical information scattered in the literature one gets the impression many inductors were driven with a power of this order of magnitude, e.g. Rosenfeld in 1897 [34]: 60-90 W; Foveau de Courmelles 1897 [35]: 200 W; Isenthal 1898 [51]: 120 W; Gocht 1898 [36]: 110-220 W; Walsh 1899 [52]: 80W. With an estimated electrical transformation efficiency of 0.45±0.25 for the initially used mechanical interrupters (see Table 2) the mentioned values of 5 and 10 W appear to be low. Possibly the power actually fed into the coil was lower than the values referred to, for instance when the loss in a rheostat in series with the coil was not accounted for. Otherwise the earliest inductors may have been less efficient than later versions, or our maximum-temperature estimate of the anode was simply too low. A combination of these factors is also possible. Note that Fig. ES15 (top left) also suggests that the pre-1900 dose assessments are somewhat low in comparison with later estimates. Anyhow, this discussion shows one should reckon with considerable uncertainty in these earliest dose reconstructions.
In addition we calculated the electrical loads two later tubes could sustain: a water cooled X-ray tube and a tube with a heavy anti-cathode (both introduced around 1900). The results from these calculations were used to check whether values of high voltage, current and exposure time found in publications before 1910 are compatible with the allowed loading of the anti-cathode.

Albers-Schönberg reported in 1906 that the water in the reservoir of his tube started boiling after 3¼ - 4 minutes [53]. From drawings of the tube we estimated the volume of water as around 200 ml. The power needed to cause boiling in the indicated time corresponds to about 300 Watt, the total energy about 67 kJ. Even when the substantial losses by electron scattering and cathode heating are neglected, this would still allow a current of 4 mA at a DC voltage of 75 kV (in reality thus more). Later they dissipated heat by boiling off water.

Ion tubes with an anti-cathode with a substantial mass of copper or iron allowed bursts of current higher than the water cooled tubes [50]. The all-metal anti-cathodes distributed the heat quickly by conduction, whereas during a heavy load a water cooled anti-cathode suffered from a thin layer of vapour that would isolate the water from the heated anticathode surface by the so called Leidenfrost effect. Assuming a mass of 100 g copper (or iron) and a rise in temperature of 600°C (probably a conservative guess, as a similar anode in the later Coolidge tube could be heated to a dull red heat [54]), the total heat dissipation could be 23 kJ (for iron 31 kJ). Again neglecting losses, such tubes would still endure 10 mA at 75 kV DC during about thirty (31 resp. 36) seconds.

ES V. The kVp from a Spark Gap

The easiest way to obtain an estimate of the kVp is using the equivalent (or parallel) spark gap. The spark gap was a standard accessory on inductors. It goes back to at least 1791 [55]; see Weber’s figure 9, pages 49&362. The version with point and plate was probably the most common, more so than the one with two points, as it allowed the determination of the polarity of the high voltage. Spheres of a large size were later recommended because they gave more accurate results, but they were certainly not widely used. In 1900 Béclère stressed the value of measuring the “equivalent” (or “parallel”) spark gap: the maximum distance a spark could bridge between two points while the tube was functioning. Since then the device is also known as Béclère’s “spintermètre” [41].

Unfortunately, there are, at least in principle, several causes why the length of the equivalent spark gap might not predict the peak voltage over the tube accurately. The voltage at the start-of-a-discharge may immediately drop after the discharge gets going. And not all individual discharges of a running system were identical (recorded waveforms all showed fluctuations in amplitude and form); the spark gap is likely to hold the larger ones for the tube voltage. Due to inductance and capacitance of the wiring, and the capacitance of the tube, the voltage over the tube might be different from that over the spark gap, especially at higher pulse frequencies or when high frequency oscillations were present. Humidity of the air was also said to play a role, and the dependence of the shape of the spark gap electrodes is always mentioned
as causing different results, but judging from Fig. 1 differences between sharp needles, blunt points, and a point and plate were not excessive. In 2011 we compared two blunt points with a blunt point and a plate: within the accuracy of our measurements the results were identical (unpublished; we measured up to a 27 cm spark gap). Luboshez also implied the same numbers for both types of spark gap [56] (their fig. 7, column 8, contains AIEE data that are also in [57]).

Curiously, Spiegler’s data [58] coincide with those of others below 100 kVp but show a sudden and large step above. We excluded the deviating data in Fig. 1. An idea of the variation in the conversion of a spark gap length into a kVp is given in Table ES1 for a typical spark gap for the pelvis of 110 mm. The KfiA for the lowest kV (65 kV) is about 22% below that of the highest (80 kV) assuming 45° anode angle, 0.85 mm glass and 300 mm air.

<p>| Table ES1 kVp for 110 mm equivalent spark gap according to different authors [59-64,58,10] |
|----------------------------------|-----------|-----------|-----------------|---|---|--------|--------|---|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kVp</th>
<th>AIEE</th>
<th>Ullmann</th>
<th>US Army</th>
<th>Rieber</th>
<th>Peek</th>
<th>Spiegler</th>
<th>Schall</th>
<th>average</th>
<th>sd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ES VI. The kVp from penetrometer hardness

- Penetrometers of interest (Benoist, Benoist-Walter, Wehnelt and Walter)

Alternatives to the spark gap as a measure of the radiation quality are the hardness according to a penetrometer and the half value layer (HVL) of the X-rays in water. The hardness and HVL are not only affected by the peak voltage used in generating the X-rays, but also by the waveforms of the voltage and current, and by the filtration.

The first widely used penetrometer was Benoist’s “Radiochromomètre” [65,2] (notice the subtle but apt difference in name with the Sabouraud-Noiré pastille, the “Chromoradiomètre”). It rested on the assumption that silver was “aradiochoique”, i.e. attenuated independently of X-ray energy, whereas aluminum was very “radiochroique”, i.e. caused attenuation that was strongly dependent on energy [29].

The Benoist-Walter penetrometer was a modification of the original version of Benoist in which the 12 Al steps had been reduced to 6, the thicknesses now increasing as 2.0, 2.4, 3.2, 4.4, 6.0, 8.0 mm [47]. The scale, generally indicated by BW, ran from 1 to 6 (thus a number, not an Al thickness as in Benoist’s original).

The Wehnelt penetrometer was also a variation on that of Benoist: Wehnelt used an Ag foil of 0.09 mm thickness, and an Al wedge with a not-linearly increasing thickness (Fig ES6).
**Fig. ES6** Aluminum wedge used by Wehnelt in his penetrometer ("Kryptoradiometer"). The hardness was indicated as the number (We) corresponding to the Al-thickness giving the same brightness as the (in this case) 0.09 mm Ag foil [47]

The wedge shown in Fig. ES6 could be shifted along the Ag foil until, in a window, the brightness of the Ag and Al fields appeared equal. The last penetrometer of interest to us is the one according to Walter (Fig. ES7).

**Fig. ES7** Walter penetrometer. A thick Pb plate with holes that were covered with Pt foils with geometrically increasing thicknesses of 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.16, 0.32 and 0.64 mm, which were numbered from 1 to 8. The hardness was equal to the number of holes that was visible [47]

The Walter penetrometer does not discriminate between hardness and intensity (for X-ray systems of not too different power it worked apparently). For more information on measuring quality and quantity of X-rays in early radiology see the thesis by Gleßmer-Junike [2].

The penetrometers were generally used together with a fluoroscopic screen, most likely based on BaPt(CN)$_4$.4H$_2$O or CdWO$_4$, or with some photographic material ("AgBr"). Fig. ES8 and ES9 show the results of SpekCalc simulations that might elucidate the principle of the Benoist penetrometer. Fig. ES9 includes the effect of the detector. Generally the penetrometer was placed directly before the image receptor, so scattered radiation will have affected the transmission through the various fields. As long as all measurements were done under identical circumstances this may not have caused problems.
Fig. ES8 How Ag and Al affect the transmission of X-rays in a Benoist penetrometer (simulated with SpekCalc). In purple the spectrum as it comes out of an X-ray tube with a W-anode, 75 kV-DC and a 0.85 mm glass wall. The area under the curve is the total number of photons. The spectrum after attenuation by 0.11 mm Ag is shown in red. Note there is substantial transmission both at low and high photon energies, which is caused by the position of K-edge of silver (at 25.5 keV) and the choice of the thickness of the Ag-foil. The spectra in green, orange and light blue correspond to attenuation by 2, 4 and 8 mm Al. Note that Al affects the intensity mostly at low energies. Here 8 mm Al are required to get equal numbers of photons behind the Ag-foil and the Al. Hardness is therefore Benoist 8 on the basis of photon count (in practice rather on the basis of equal fluorescence). The property of Ag to have reasonable transmission at low and high energy led to the (simplified) conclusion that the attenuation of Ag was “aradiochroique”, i.e. that its attenuation was independent of photon energy. If this were true, the dashed line should hold. It does not really, but it catches part of the truth. What happens in a more realistic situation, including a fluoroscope being used in the evaluation, is shown in Fig. ES9.
**Fig. ES9** Spectrally resolved signals from a thin BaPt(CN)$_4$.4H$_2$O detector in relation to a Benoist penetrometer (simulated with SpekCalc). X-ray spectra came from a tube with a wall thickness of 0.5 mm glass that was driven either with 30 kVp or 75 kVp (sine voltage and sine current pulses as from inductor and ion tube; 1 mAs). Detector at 1 m from the X-ray focus, narrow beam geometry. Left the emitted spectra, right those behind 0.11 mm Ag (red) and behind Al (two thicknesses, green and purple). Areas of red and purple graphs are equal; green spectra only to illustrate effect of less than “Benoist attenuation”. At low kVp Al is an efficient attenuator, i.e. little is needed to reduce the transmission to match the transmission through Ag. At high kVp Al is not so effective and a lot is needed to match the attenuation by Ag. All edges and bumps in the spectra are due to physical phenomena related to L- and K-electron states in the heavier elements Ag, Ba, W and Pt.

- Hardness $\rightarrow$ spark gap $\rightarrow$ kVp

In the literature we found several publications giving a relation between hardness and the corresponding equivalent spark gap. The data are shown in Fig. ES10, together with fits of polynomials (for references see Table ES2). Most of the data were from inductors, a few from transformer systems, but we had too few sources to separate them.
The hardness found in a description of a clinical exposure was converted into a spark gap using the fits shown in Fig. ES10 (for completeness Fig. 3 was re-included). The spark gap in turn was used to calculate the kVp (see Fig. 1).

In Table ES2 we show the kVp’s, for a radiation quality recommended by Albers-Schönberg [47] for radiography of the pelvis, obtained along this spark gap route. Albers-Schönberg specified this optimal hardness on different scales.

**Table ES2** kVp from hardness suitable for pelvis [47] using spark gap route [4,47,56,66-68]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penetrometer</th>
<th>Hardness</th>
<th>Kienböck</th>
<th>Albers-Schönberg</th>
<th>Luboshvili</th>
<th>Hackenbruch</th>
<th>Muir</th>
<th>Christen</th>
<th>average</th>
<th>sd</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benoist</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benoist-Walter</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wehnelt</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The observed differences may at least partly be caused by differences in voltage and current waveforms and filtration. Because the Benoist and Benoist-Walter scales are directly related we can check the consistency of their calibrations. E.g. 5 B corresponds approximately with 4.5 BW (both 5 mm Al). The two corresponding kVp’s are both 74 kV, in good agreement. However, we don’t know whether the authors performed independent measurements or converted one set of data into the other.

- Hardness → HVL → kVp

Although the HVL was hardly used in clinical radiography to specify the hardness of the X-rays used, data giving the relation between penetrometer hardness and HVL were rather numerous (Fig. ES11). This suggests at least in principle another route for the conversion of a penetrometer reading into a kVp, namely by using the HVL as an intermediate (instead of the spark gap). For this we also need a relation between HVL and kVp, which was provisionally derived using SpekCalc. We calculated the HVL in water for 25, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 125 kV(p), using a pulse with both voltage and current in the shape of a sine lobe. We will see hereafter that the latter may be considered as representative for the average pulse from an inductor used with an ion tube. Table ES3 illustrates an example of conversion along this line.
Table ES3 kVp from hardness suitable for pelvis [47] using HVL data [69,66,68,47,70]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penetrometer</th>
<th>Hardness</th>
<th>Blumen-thal</th>
<th>Hacken-bruch</th>
<th>Christen</th>
<th>Albers-Schönberg</th>
<th>Guilleminot</th>
<th>average</th>
<th>sd</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benoist</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben.-Walter</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wehnelt</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note the extreme variations in this Table (e.g. in comparison with Table ES2). SpekCalc implicitly assumes “narrow beam” geometry, whereas for instance Christen did not use an air gap between his “water” absorber and detector, resulting in “wide beam” geometry. HVL measurements, contrary to our simulations, were thus affected by scattered radiation. Our not including scatter in the calculations most likely caused some systematic shift in HVLs, but will not have caused the large variability seen in Table ES3. This large spread must be due to inaccuracies in the reported measurements. We therefore forget about the ‘hardness-HVL-kVp’ path and will limit ourselves to the spark gap route.
Fig. ES10 Spark gap length as a function of the hardness according to the penetrometer scales of Benoist, Benoist-Walter, Wehnelt and Walter (for completeness we re-included Fig. 3). For Benoist one mostly reads B followed by a number without the unit “mm Al” [4,47,56,66-68]
Fig. ES11 HVL as a function of the hardness according to the penetrometer scales according to Benoist, Benoist-Walter, Wehnelt and Walter [69,66,68,47,70]
Simulation of Benoist and Wehnelt penetrometers

Even though SpekCalc implicitly assumes narrow beam geometry and penetrometers were used in wide beam geometry, we thought that simulation might illustrate the effect of the various individual radiation quality parameters and possibly also reveal an effect of the type of detector used in determining the hardness (fluoroscopic screen or photographic plate). Such an effect was not reported as far we know. Using SpekCalc we simulated therefore the two-element penetrometers including detectors. As the results would be of most interest for data from inductor-ion tube systems, we used sine shaped voltage and current pulses along with DC excitation. At 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100 and 125 kVp we simulated:

1. the photon transmission through an Ag foil (0.11 mm for Benoist, 0.09 mm for Wehnelt)
2. the photon transmission through several thicknesses of Al (up to 10 mm), and
3. the energy fluence, as well as the absorbed dose in thin layers of AgBr, BaPt(CN)$_4$.4H$_2$O and air behind all absorbers.

Linear interpolation of the Al-data was used to find the Al thickness that transmitted the same signal as the Ag foil. The energy fluence may be seen as the signal that would be obtained if all X-ray energy in the beam contributed to the signal.

In the calculations we assumed a 45 degree anode angle and 250 mm air between tube and detector, and we considered both 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm glass thickness of the tube. The results are shown in Fig. ES12 for the Benoist penetrometer; the results for Wehnelt’s device were qualitatively identical (not shown).

**Fig. ES12** Benoist hardness as a function of DC and pulsed (“sine voltage, sine current”) high voltage. Hardness derived from transmitted energy fluence and signals from thin detectors of AgBr, BaPt(CN)$_4$.4H$_2$O and air. Left filtration by 0.5 mm glass, right 1 mm, and in both cases 250 mm air. Based on simulations using SpekCalc (W-anode)
The curves show that the penetrometer does indeed reflect the effects of kVp, type of power supply (DC or pulsed) and filtration (glass thickness). This implies that our conversion of a hardness found in the literature into a kVp will only be strictly correct if the filtration and waveforms of voltage and current were fully identical for all systems. This will not have been the case. There is also a clear dependence on the detector used in gauging the penetrometer, and that is as to be expected. The X-rays, that would have contributed most to sensitizing the AgBr, had already been absorbed by the Ag-filter; the resulting low AgBr signal (free silver after development) could only be matched by a thicker layer of attenuating Al. The only other source we saw hinting at a possible difference in the observed hardness caused by the detection method is in a brochure from Reiniger, Gebbert und Schall, where they explicitly state that a given Benoist hardness was measured with a fluoroscopic screen [71]. The simulations further corroborate the observation of Dauvillier that the Benoist penetrometer is only useful up to about 80 kVp [29]. The same holds for Wehnelt’s device.

Again, remember that our simulations apply to narrow beam geometry and a very thin detector. Thus our simulations give an idea of the behavior of the Benoist and Wehnelt penetrometers, but are not suited for quantitative assessment of old data.

ES VII. Electrical information on primary and secondary circuit of ion tube systems

- Current and power in secondary circuit

After 1895 the amount of information on exposures with inductor - ion tube systems gradually increased. Note that Snook systems only appeared after 1907. Information might be given on the type of primary power supply (batteries, DC-mains), the voltage of that supply ($V_{\text{prim}}$), the average primary current ($I_{\text{prim,av}}$), the maximum or the equivalent spark gap of the secondary circuit that fed the X-ray tube and the exposure time. Before 1900, and still some time thereafter, the tube current would be missing but it can be derived if the electrical transformation efficiency ($\alpha$) is known.

Using the parameters just introduced, the electrical power in the secondary available for the X-ray tube can be written as $P_{\text{sec}} = \alpha * P_{\text{prim}} = \alpha * V_{\text{prim}} * I_{\text{prim,av}}$. Using the kVp, from the spark gap, the missing tube current can be calculated. We assume again that the pulse generated by the interrupter-inductor system can be approximated by a sine, both for the voltage and current. Call $I_0$ the maximum current (amplitude) in the secondary circuit, T the duration of a single pulse and t the dead time in-between two pulses as exists when using an inductor with an ion tube. The frequency of the pulses is then $v = 1/(T + t)$. The average current, within the pulse duration $T$ of a sine shaped current, is $I_{\text{av-pulse}} = (2/\pi) I_0$, on average over a whole period ($T + t$) this becomes $I_{\text{av}} = (2/\pi) I_0 * \{T/(T + t)\}$, i.e. $I_0 = (\pi/2) * I_{\text{av}} * (T + t)/T$.

Let kVp be the peak voltage, then the power expended in the secondary amounts to

$$P_{\text{sec}} = v \int_0^T kV_p I_0 \sin^2 \left( \frac{\pi}{T} t \right) dt = \frac{1}{2} v kV_p I_0 T = \frac{1}{2} v kV_p \frac{\pi}{2} I_{\text{av}} \frac{T + t}{T} \frac{T}{T} = \frac{\pi}{4} kV_p I_{\text{av}}$$
From this one finds for the time averaged current.

\[ I_{av} = \frac{4}{\pi} \frac{P_{sec}}{kV_p} = 1.2732 \ rac{P_{sec}}{kV_p} = 1.2732 \frac{\alpha V_{prim} I_{prim}}{kV_p} \]

We now have the ingredients for the calculation of the X-ray output if the primary voltage, primary current, the system’s electrical transformation efficiency and the secondary kVp (via spark gap or hardness) are known. In fact we only need a very rough estimate of the kVp because for a fixed P_{sec} and unfiltered X-rays (e.g. inherent filter 0.85 mm glass and 250 mm air) the effect of any change in kVp on the KfiA is largely compensated by the concomitant change in tube current (“mA”). For instance, changing the high voltage from 60 to 130 kV only causes an increase in air kerma of 9%, as can easily be checked using Fig. ES13 (left) (the change would even have been zero if the linear functions went through the origin). In other words, knowing P_{sec} for an early system suffices to make an estimate of the system’s air kerma, as any estimate of the kVp can always be obtained from the clinical application at hand. A rough estimate of P_{sec} can also be obtained from the thermal characteristics of the anode/anticathode as we have seen (ES IV). The situation is quite different if the X-rays are attenuated by 200 mm water (“a patient”): for a fixed P_{sec} the KfiA would already increase by 100% when going from 60 to 130 kV (from data for Fig. ES13, right).

**Fig. ES13** Air kerma from tube with W anode at 45°; 1 mAs. Filter 0.85 mm glass (0.76 mm Al-eq.) and 250 mm air (left). Right: Additional attenuation by 200 mm water. SpekCalc simulations

- Electrical transformation efficiency (\(\alpha\)) of inductor-interrupter system
The electrical transformation efficiency depends on the inductor and interrupter, both by construction and adjustment. An inductor is an open core transformer that has a considerable
lower efficiency than the normal closed core transformer. Wertheim-Salomomonson reported in 1920 a (transformer function only, no interrupter) efficiency of 62±4% (data from two different coils; most likely the spread was much larger for all systems in the field).

The interrupters, required for the commonly used DC primary power supplies, had their own losses, often in the form of arcing, heating or electrolysis. Wertheim-Salomomonson reported in 1905 an efficiency of 56 – 59% for a coil with a mechanical interrupter, and referring to “before”, 35-40% [72], whereas Armagnac [73] never found an efficiency higher than 40% and others even spoke of 20% [51]. Probably there was some increase in efficiency over the years, but proper adjustment must have been important at all times.

For an inductor with mercury interrupter Wertheim-Salomomonson gives in other articles (also from 1905) efficiencies of 48 – 55%, [74,75], in 1920 for a small 12” coil 35 – 54% [76].

Concerning Wehnelt interrupters all investigators agree on a low efficiency. Wertheim-Salomomonson reported some of the higher efficiencies, 27 – 32% [75]. Jaugeas reported 33% or less [77,78]. In a thesis Allen reported in 1899 a low efficiency of 9% [79]. Armagnat wrote that sometimes more than 80% of all energy used is dissipated in the Wehnelt interrupter [73], Brunel 70% [80], implying that the efficiency of the whole system was possibly as low as 12 – 19% (taking into account the efficiency of the coil itself, Wertheim-Salomomonson’s 62%). In a 1912 product catalogue of Reiniger, Gebbert & Schall [81] one reads that a system with a Wehnelt interrupter needs about 2.5 times as much current as a system with a mercury interrupter. Turner [82] and Arthur [40] even give a ratio of 10 to 3. Biddle [83] compares the Wehnelt interrupter with a mechanical one, informing that 2.5 A through the latter gives the same output as 12-14 A with the Wehnelt (3 inch equivalent spark gap, 1.5 mA tube current). Using the Wertheim-Salomomonson estimate of 35 – 54% for the efficiency of a mercury interrupter system, that of a Wehnelt system would according to RGS be 14 – 21%, and according to Turner and Arthur 11 – 16%. Biddle’s data imply an efficiency of about 9%, assuming an efficiency of 45% for the mechanical interrupter (45*2.5/13).

Table 2 (main text) gives what we think are reasonable estimates of the electrical efficiency $\alpha$ and associated uncertainties (the latter in fact educated guesses). The efficiencies are compatible with Janus’ 1909-statement concerning the various systems “Wirkungsgrad: etwa 20 bis 60%” [84]. Jaugeas in 1910 [77] stated “Even with the best and newest coils the output is seldom more than 55 per cent of the total electric energy received.”

In some of the earliest publications one gets the impression that the voltage referred to was that of the source, e.g. the set of batteries used. In case there was a resistance in series to adjust the power supplied to the inductor, the actual voltage over the inductor would be smaller than the value specified. We assumed that in these cases the electrical loss in the resistance was small, as the adjustment required after a proper choice of voltage (by the number of battery cells) would be limited. The later mercury and electrolytic interrupters, which replaced the initial mechanical devices, often provided by their construction control over the current (and power).
ES VIII. Anticathode/anode material

In some of the very first experiments the glass wall opposite the cathode was the location where impinging electrons generated X-rays. Very soon the standard X-ray tube was one with a platinum anti-cathode (effectively the anode) and a concave (electron focusing) cathode made of Al. This form had already been designed by Crookes, long before Röntgen’s discovery to demonstrate the heating effect of “cathode-rays” (electrons) [85]. In addition to platinum (Pt, atomic number Z=78) also iridium (Ir, Z=77), Ir-Pt alloys and tantalum (Ta, Z=73) found limited use (see patent Siemens&Halske from 1904 [86,50]). Between 1908 and 1910 Siemens succeeded in making sintered tungsten (W, Z=74; patent on use of W already issued in 1905 [87]) and from 1912 onwards it was actually used as anode material in ion tubes, also by licensees [50]. Coolidge in 1913 also used tungsten in his high-vacuum thermionic-electron-emission X-ray tube, both for the hot-cathode filament and the anode [88]. The production of “Bremssstrahlung” is proportional with Z, and as at diagnostic energies the contribution of K-X-rays is a few percent at most, the total output of an X-ray tube scales with Z. With the introduction of the (Goetze) line focus [89] (patent filed in 1918) in a Müller tube in 1922 the anode angle was decreased, both for gas and Coolidge tubes. Today values are between about 7⁰ and 20⁰; for general radiography the angle may be in the range 12⁰ - 16⁰.

ES IX. Filtration (glass envelope of X-ray tube, additional filter and air)

After being emitted by the anode, the X-rays were initially only filtered by the glass envelope and the air between tube and patient. To reduce the “waste” of X-rays, the envelope was made as thin as compatible with mechanical strength (there was a risk of implosion).

We assumed that the much used sodium glass had the composition of “Thüringer Waldglas” [90]. Using SpekCalc simulations we found that for voltages around 75 kV the attenuation of 1 mm of that glass corresponds to that of 0.90 mm Al. The thickness of this glass varied with the diameter of the tube: for smaller bulbs (12-15 cm) the thickness was commonly about 0.4-0.8 mm, for larger bulbs (about 15 to 20 cm) 0.8-1.0 mm. Sources are Walter 1907 [91], Christen 1913 [92], Fritz 1922 [93], Neeff 1930 [12], Schall&Son 1914 [94], Albers-Schönberg 1910 [47] and Rønne 1986 [50]. The only deviating value, 2 mm, was reported by Kotre et al. in their retrospective study from 2006 [95]. Wucherpfennig measured in 1928 the half-value layer of 35 X-ray tubes, probably all Coolidge tubes [96]. At 82 kVp on a two-pulse system the HVL in Al varied between 0.23 mm and 0.88 mm, which corresponds to wall thicknesses of 0.1 to 0.7 mm Al eq. (SpekCalc). Some tubes had extremely transparent windows for skin therapy, but such tubes could also be applied in diagnostics. In our post-1900 computations we assumed a wall thickness of 0.85±0.15 mm, before 1900 we took 0.6 mm.

The thickness of the wall had a large impact on the air kerma, and for thin tube envelopes even the air between the tube and patient had a noticeable effect. Setting the KfIA for 75 kV DC and 1 mm glass and 350 mm air at 100%, the KfIA for 0.4 mm glass and 350 mm air would be
204%, and without air the numbers are 103% and 219%. For diagnostic radiography generally no additional filters were applied, as one did not want to lose intensity, even though X-rays of low energy added little to the image. Hirsch still writes in 1920 [20] “The interposition of an aluminum filter, though essential in fluoroscopy, is not necessary in radiography“. Additional filtering was sometimes recommended, starting in the twenties, but even in 1942 Smedal reported that from five X-ray systems only two had 0.5 mm Al added filtration. Harder radiation could in principle be used after the introduction of the anti-scatter grid that reduced “scatter fog”. Bucky introduced his grid in 1913 [97], improvements came from Potter in 1920 [98], [99]. Grigg gives a very nice “digression” (as he calls it) on “Bucky-Potter” [100]. Metal deposits on the tube’s glass wall, which might have been caused by extensive use, had a small effect: the thickest W deposit Coolidge found on returned tubes measured 1 μm [101], which would cause 12% attenuation at 75 kV DC (SpekCalc, 0.85 mm glass, 250 mm air and a 45° anode).

**ES X. X-ray efficiency of old pulsed systems compared to a DC system**

We related the output of a pulsed X-ray system to a DC system by an efficiency factor. Alternatively, one might also derive a DC-kV (kV<sub>equivalent</sub>) giving the same output as the pulsed system at kVp. Such an approach would be reminiscent of the often used kV-eff approach for rectified single phase - one or two pulse - systems. However, for the first approach, but not for the second, early experimental data do exist, so the efficiency approach appeared the logical choice. In the literature we not only found comparisons of pulsed systems with their DC counterparts, but also between various pulsed systems mutually. We only looked at comparisons based on measurements of (nearly) unattenuated output (KfiA), not at transmission measurements through patients or absorbers. In these comparisons different kinds of detector materials might have been used: we noticed among others air, CH<sub>3</sub>Br and CH<sub>3</sub>I in ionization chambers, AgBr in photographic emulsions, CaWO<sub>4</sub> in intensifying, BaPt(CN)<sub>4</sub>.4H<sub>2</sub>O, CdWO<sub>4</sub> and ZnS in fluoroscopic screens. To check if the reported outcome of a comparison of two X-ray systems was dependent on the detection method, we simulated with SpekCalc the absorbed dose in a number of these materials at 50 and 100 kVp for DC voltage and the rectified form of normal AC-voltage with constant current; the latter is the pulse form that deviates most from DC in efficiency of X-ray production as we will see. Table ES3 shows the pulsed/DC ratios, illustrating that it hardly matters how system comparisons had been performed in the past: for our purpose the ratios can be considered as identical as the maximum difference is within 8% (the sd is only 3 – 4%). (The difference between AgBr and BaPt-cyanide was large in the penetrometers because there was heavy filtering, especially by the Ag filter).

**Table ES3 Ratio absorbed dose pulsed<sup>a</sup>/DC in different detector material**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kV</th>
<th>Air</th>
<th>CH&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;Br</th>
<th>CH&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;I</th>
<th>AgBr</th>
<th>CaWO&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>BaPt(CN)&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;.4H&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;O</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Stand. dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.554</td>
<td>0.579</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Pulse form of rectified AC over Coolidge tube in current saturation
Quite a number of authors also provided voltage and current waveforms of the electrical pulses that excited the X-ray tube. The forms of these curves often give already a rather good impression of the X-ray efficiency of a system. A few of them were digitized with the “antiplotter” program Graph Grabber [18]. These waveforms were used as input for SpekCalc to calculate the kerma free in air. As before, the air kerma for a DC voltage was always calculated as well. The average tube current was kept constant in these comparisons.

We simulated also a number of idealized waveforms (Fig. ES14):
1. sine voltage and constant current as would ideally apply to a transformer with rectifiers exciting a Coolidge tube under the condition of saturated tube current (i.e. current equal to the total thermal electron emission of the hot cathode). Applies also to transformer with self-rectifying Coolidge tube.
2. a sine voltage together with a sine current
3. a triangular shaped voltage and triangular current
4. sometimes the rising or trailing current flank could be in a region where the voltage was high. This was simulated with a voltage that is half triangular and half constant, while the current was of triangular shape.

Fig. ES14 Idealized waveforms of voltage and current pulses used to excite an X-ray tube. Top: from left to right: DC, sine shaped voltage and constant current, both voltage and current sine shaped and triangular (“spike”) voltage and current. Bottom: also triangular current but initial half of voltage is high then linearly falling. Average current is in all cases identical. Note sine lobes may also be disjoint (i.e. t ≠ 0, see ES VII).

The results of the comparison between systems excited with these pulses and a DC system are shown in Table ES4. The pulse forms observed on inductor-ion tube systems varied; the forms in columns 3 – 5 are idealizations of what was reported and seen in graphs in the literature.
Table ES4  X-ray efficiency, $\varepsilon$, of different idealized electrical pulse forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of:</th>
<th>sine</th>
<th>sine</th>
<th>triangular</th>
<th>half triangular, half constant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- voltage - current</td>
<td>constant</td>
<td>sine</td>
<td>triangular</td>
<td>triangular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-ray system Transformer-Coilidge</td>
<td>Inductor-ion tube Snook-Ion tube</td>
<td>Inductor-ion tube</td>
<td>Inductor-ion tube</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 kVp</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>0.760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 kVp</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>0.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results found in the literature matched reasonably well with those from simulations of the idealized pulses. The combined information was given in Table 3 in the main text. The Snook-Coolidge system was in practice no more efficient than the transformer-Coolidge combination. Both have an X-ray efficiency close to that of a system excited with a sine voltage and constant current. The higher efficiency for the transformer&Snook ion tube combination is due to the fact that the current increases with the voltage (‘sine-sine’). The efficiency of the inductor-ion tube was close to that of the Transf&Snook-ion tube (‘sine-sine’), but appeared to be more variable. In ES XI we give a very condensed (but still long) overview with information on how we came to the $\varepsilon$-values in Table 3.

A few additional remarks are in order. For transformer-Coolidge systems one often sees the kV-eff approach, i.e one assumes that the DC voltage $kV_{\text{eff}} = kVp/\sqrt{2}$ gives the same output as a rectified sine voltage with a peak of kVp. Simulations with SpekCalc show that this is not far beside the truth for the kerma free in air for unfiltered X-rays (Fig. ES13 left). The kV-eff approach gives an estimate that is too high by 9 to 15% over 50 to 125 kV (i.e. compared to true ‘sine-V, const-I’). Behind 200 mm water the KfIA is underestimated and the discordance larger, the underestimation decreasing from 74% to 20%. Note also the difference in the functions describing the dependence on kV: a linear function in case of minimal filtration versus (roughly) a power function behind a patient. The latter is well-known from textbooks describing the effect of kV-change on exposure.

As stated in ES III, we only found one author, Willey [45], who reported the energy loss in the cathode of an ion tube. He found a loss of about 10%, later corroborated by Dauvillier [29]. This limits the maximum X-ray efficiency of any system that uses an ion tube to 90% (note that the energy for the hot cathode in a Coolidge tube is not a loss in the secondary as it comes from a separate electrical power supply).

Many investigators reported anomalously low X-ray yield from the inductor-Coolidge tube combination. Unlike a transformer an inductor is preloaded with electrical and magnetic energy and cannot adjust itself to the load. Given the limited power of most inductors and the increasing power rating of Coolidge tubes, the inductor could easily be overloaded leading to a low-voltage current and soft X-rays.

Finally, in case efficiency relations were reported between two different pulsed systems, we used this information within both groups (on the group’s average), which introduces (some)
cyclic dependence. However, omitting this information hardly affected the efficiencies, showing consistency within the data.

**ES XI. Summary of data and literature used in determining X-ray efficiency**

The following is an overview of information on X-ray efficiencies. Reported waveforms were sometimes used in SpekCalc simulations. The original article may be needed to understand our choice; some arbitrariness in decisions was often not to be avoided. Estimates of efficiency $\varepsilon$ are given in red. Numbers within {} are the result of an efficiency specification between two pulsed systems. The average efficiency for the systems considered was given in Table 3. In the following “Fig.” refers to figures in the cited literature, not in our text. Likewise, “P” stands for page in the reference.

**DC voltage and Coolidge tube**

This is our reference system; by definition: $\varepsilon = 1$. We used the appropriate anode angle in SpekCalc and we corrected for the anode material if not tungsten.

**A. Inductor and ion tube (often also called gas tube)**

1. Willey reports on P 257 that about 10% of the energy dissipated in the ion tube is used for the generation of the cathode rays. Scattered cathode rays same as in Coolidge, except in ion tube they also hit wall, not so in the Coolidge tube. Maximum efficiency is 0.9 wrt our reference. P20, 133[45,29]. $\varepsilon = 0.9$

2. Dauvillier shows that voltage and current are, forgetting spikes, of an approximately triangular shape (with capacitor of Fizeau) [30], Fig. 17. $\varepsilon = 0.57$ (from SpekCalc). Without capacitor a current peak (possibly consisting of spikes) from mid to trailing edge of voltage peak, Fig.19. $\varepsilon = 0.79$ (from SpekCalc).

3. Dauvillier in book ([29], p 20&133) says that he “confirms” a loss of 20% (in cathode he presumes, he seems to cite Willey wrongly, but only his finding matters). $\varepsilon = 0.8$

4. Glocker: Inductor pulses can be very short, leading to a too high average current reading from a mA-meter (“Drehspulenmilliamperemeter”, to be adjusted with 0.72 when compared with transformer [102], P 427. Others believe in correct reading. Not used.

5. Owen shows secondary voltage and current waveforms for two coils. The voltage spikes are identical, but the current forms are not (one spike, other spike with tail). Efficiency compared to DC rather low! [103]. See his Figs. 3 and 14&15. Fig. 14 shows a very large current tail, like inductor on Coolidge in unfortunate case. $\varepsilon = 0.57$ for Coil 1 (from SpekCalc); $\varepsilon < 0.57$ for Coil 2, say $\varepsilon = 0.5$.

6. Crowther (1924) finds triangular shapes for voltage and current for gas tube with mercury break and Simon electrolytic break [104]. But in Fig. 14 V-curve wider than I-curve; they are similar in Fig.8. $\varepsilon = 0.57$ and $\varepsilon = 0.79$ (SpekCalc).

7. Owen reports triangular pulses [105]. $\varepsilon = 0.57$ (from SpekCalc)
8. Duddell does also, both for V and I. He considers both real rectangular pulses as well as a rectangle-with-a-exponentially-decaying-hypothenusa [106]. But V-registration is dubious. Not used.

9. Codd finds a 20% higher efficiency compared to transformer-Coolidge set [107].
\[ \varepsilon = 1.2 \times C_2 \approx 0.67 \]

10. Fritz: same Photographs of Snook-Transformer-Ion tube as of Inductor-ion tube [93].
\[ \varepsilon = 1.0 \times B \approx 0.72 \]

11. Wertheim Salomonson: 25% higher output for inductor-ion tube than for Snook-transformer-ion tube [108].
\[ \varepsilon = 1.25 \times B \approx 0.89 \]


B. Transformer or Snook and ion tube

1. Dauvillier reports that a transformer on a gas tube gives a factor of 1.7 more output than that transformer does on a Coolidge tube, P133 [29].
\[ \varepsilon = 1.7 \times C_2 \approx 0.95 \]

2. Dauvillier: transformer on a hard gas tube gives only 20% (loss in cathode in gas tube) less output than a DC-generator on a Coolidge tube (p 133). See also Fig. 57A [29].
\[ \varepsilon = 0.8 \]

3. Dauvillier shows in [30] voltage and current much alike transformer on Coolidge (Figs 21 & 22), except that current stops at V>>0 in case of ion tube, and at V=0 for Coolidge. For current see also Fig. 24 & 25 [30]. SpekCalc simulation of digitized Fig. 22:
\[ \varepsilon = 0.9 \times 0.9 = 0.81 \]

4. Glocker reports at the identical output of transformer and inductor on ion tube [102]. Also refers to Staunig RoFo 1923;28:363. 
\[ \varepsilon (B) = \varepsilon (A) \approx 0.69 \]

5. Glocker reports that at diagnostic energies the output of a transformer (Hochspannungsgleichrichter) on ion tube is about 2.5 to 1.4 times the output on a Coolidge tube (p441) [102]. At high voltages (168 kV) outputs are equal.
For pelvis use 
\[ \varepsilon = 1.4 \times \varepsilon (C1) \approx 0.78 \]

6. Glocker shows for Snook with ion tube a deformed sine-shaped current [102], Fig. 6, Platte), voltage unknown. Assuming sine-V & sine-I: 
\[ \varepsilon = 0.72 \times 0.9 = 0.65 \]

7. Crowther finds that transformer on ion tube (Fig. 13) gives repeated sharp discharges (as Dauvillier shows in Fig 65) [104]. Suggests relatively high 
\[ \varepsilon = 0.79\times 0.9 = 0.71 \], as of A. Crowther Fig. 14 shows similar characteristics as far as I(t) x V(t) concerns: 
\[ \varepsilon = 0.71 \]
(For “triangular-I” and “half-half triangular-V & DC-V” 
\[ \varepsilon = 0.79 \text{ acc. to SpekCalc} \]

8. Kaye shows rather continuous tube currents, at least he says so about one tube, for another there could be separate discharges (Fig,18) [110]. But also current at lower voltages! Efficiency considerably less than for DC, but slightly better than for triangular voltage and current. In fact SpekCalc’s “triangular-I” and “half-half triangular-V & DC-V”.
\[ \varepsilon = 0.79 \times 0.9 = 0.71 \]

9. Wertheimer shows a rather high “start-discharge” and a current only during about a quarter a period (Fig.30)[111]. The current shape is continuous (it looks), say like a sine. But kV-peak
is only 18kV. Efficiency certainly better than V and I both true sines. About half V-sine&half V-triang: $\varepsilon = 0.79 \times 0.9 = 0.71$.

10. Franke finds that a transformer on an ion tube and a Coolidge tube connected in-parallel and receiving exactly identical currents give completely identical photographs of the same hand [112]. $\varepsilon (B) = \varepsilon (C2) = 0.56$

11. Fritz: transformer & ion tube need half the mAs of transformer & Lilienfeldt tube [93,113]. From clinical photographs. Coolidge not Lilienfeldt. Not used.

12. Fritz: same Photographs of Snook-Transformer-Ion tube as of Inductor-ion tube [113].

$\varepsilon (B) = \varepsilon (A) = 0.69$

13. See at A (Fritz); $\varepsilon (B) = \varepsilon (A) = 0.69$

14. See at A (Wertheim-Salomonson); $\varepsilon (B) = \varepsilon (A)/1.25 = 0.56$

15. In clinical exposures Snook-ion tube two or three time more efficient than Snook on Coolidge according to Gorton [114]. Comparison of heavily attenuated X-rays, not of unattenuated air kerma. Not used.

C1. Snook (Transformer+mechanical rectifier) and Coolidge tube (current saturated)

1. Dauvillier [30]: For Snook system only short periods are current free (Fig. 12). Current when it flows about constant. There are spikes at make (interrupted arcing at rotating contacts) [30]. $\varepsilon = 0.55$ if voltage sine (SpekCalc).

2. Glocker: from Abb. 3 current roughly constant for Snook (Abb 3a and 3b, 4 and 5 (look at relative change). No V shown! Probably $\varepsilon = 0.55$ if Vis a sine (SpekCalc).

3. Crowther reports current saturation, so current rather flat (but not completely), voltage is about a sine (Fig. 7). Profiles are narrower than for transformer, but “useful” to “non-useful” ratio is rather similar to transformer with kenotron (if anything, still substantial current at low V). $\varepsilon = 0.55$, not higher (SpekCalc).

4. Glocker reports that at diagnostic energies the output of a transformer (Hochspannungsgleichrichter) on ion tube is about 2.5 to 1.4 times the output on a Coolidge tube (p441) [102]. At high voltages (168 kV) outputs are equal. $\varepsilon (C1) = \varepsilon (B)/(1.4 a 2.5)$. Use 1.4 for pelvis voltage, $\varepsilon (C1) = \varepsilon (B)/1.4 = 0.51$

5. Glocker shows for Snook with Coolidge tube a deformed sine-shaped voltage (Fig.6 in text), current Fig. 3a (Platte) relatively flat (constant). $\varepsilon$ calculated for digitized V&I with SpekCalc: $\varepsilon = 0.72$.

6. Wertheim Salomonson: 25% higher output for inductor-ion tube than for Snook-transformer-ion tube [108]. $\varepsilon (C1) = 0.8 * \varepsilon (A) = 0.56$.

7. Taylor [115]: for high 120 kV-peak about a factor of 0.6/1.32=0.45 of DC; at lower kV and thinner glass the ratio becomes even lower (according to simulations). $\varepsilon = 0.45$

8. Dalton [28] compares 4-pulse, 2-pulse and Snook: Snook and 2-pulse identical, 4-pulse gives 25% less output (according to Holzknecht Quantimeter). Average of 2- and 4 pulse: $\varepsilon (C1) = 1.125 * \varepsilon (C2) = 0.63$
9. According to Orliansky [116] a Snook system gave less and softer output than a transformer rectified in another way. Not used (but confirms Snook doesn’t what expected; by using crests-only higher efficiency).
10. The same can be concluded from Fig 3 in Eddy [117] (from Rieber, [63]). Not used.
11. Chantraine [118]: “Die gasfreie Röhre wird bei Gleichspannung wenigstens die doppelte Strahlenmenge liefern, die sie beim Betrieb mit dem Scheibengleichrichter zu liefern vermag.” $\varepsilon = 0.5$.

**C2. Transformer and Coolidge tube (current saturated)**

1. Dauvillier reports that the output of unfiltered X-rays at 100 kV is 2.2 times less than for the reference DC-Coolidge combination (P135). Idem for 48 kV on P138 [29]. $\varepsilon = 0.45$.
2. Dauvillier reports that a transformer on a Coolidge tube gives a factor of 1.7 less output than that transformer does on a gas tube, P133 [29]. $\varepsilon = B/1.7 \approx 0.42$
3. Dauvillier shows the current is nearly constant [30]. Start current at X-ray generation-phase is relatively high [30]. SpekCalc under this condition $\varepsilon = 0.55$.
4. Glocker: DC-Coolidge gives 1.5*inductor-Coolidge and 1.6*transformer-Coolidge $\varepsilon = 0.63$.
5. Glocker reports that at high voltage the output of inductor and transformer is equal on Coolidge tube (he shows it at high voltage, 264 kV). Same finding from Coolidge and Kearsly (200 kV DC and 235 kV-peak sinus have same attenuation) [101]. Too high kV.
6. Glocker: from Abb. 3 current not nearly constant. For Snook better constant (Abb 3a and 3b, 4 and 5 (look at relative change). Might indicate higher efficiency than $\varepsilon = 0.55$ (SpekCalc). Say $\varepsilon = 0.6$
7. Crowther reports current saturation, so current flat (but not completely), voltage is about a sine. With Snook the profiles are narrower, but “useful” to “non-useful” ratio is rather similar to transformer with kenotron. $\varepsilon = 0.55$ (SpekCalc).
8. Bouwers used a construction (“grid”) to have most current during the voltage peak [119]. Not used.
9. Kaye shows saturation of current (Fig. 7 bottom and text P 485) [110]. Like Dauvillier $\varepsilon = 1/2.2 = 0.45$
10. Codd finds a 20% lower efficiency compared to inductor-gas tube set [107]. $\varepsilon = \varepsilon (A)*0.8 \approx 0.56$
11. Farrer finds at 1 mA that Transformer-Coolidge needs 60-70% more mA than Coil-Coolidge (p369) [120] (if and only if the coil can handle the load easily, otherwise low voltage and high current and no X-rays). $\varepsilon = 1.65* \varepsilon (D)$. Not used, D bad combination.
12. Franke finds that a transformer on an ion tube and a Coolidge tube connected in-parallel and receiving exactly identical currents give completely identical photographs of the same hand [112]. $\varepsilon (C2) = \varepsilon (B) \approx 0.72$. (equal below X-rayed hands, thus also approximately above, little attenuation).
13. Fritz: transformer & ion tube need half the mAs of transformer & Lilienfeldt tube [93]. From clinical photographs. Lilienfeldt probably not equivalent with Coolidge. Not used.

14. Glocker: DC-Coolidge gives 1.5*inductor-Coolidge and 1.6*transformer-Coolidge.
   \[ \varepsilon = 1/1.6 = 0.625. \]

15. Hull [121] gives a factor of 2/3, but from his Fig. 10 this is an overestimation. I.e. real factor is smaller; say \( \varepsilon = 0.6. \)

16. Taylor [115], Fig. 4: for high 140 kV-peak about a factor of 1.17/2.32=0.50 of DC. NB: 1.17 average of 5 tubes; at lower kV and thinner glass the ratio becomes lower (see simulations). Half-wave similar (Fig.5). \( \varepsilon = 0.50 \)

17. Codd [107]. \( \varepsilon (C2) = \varepsilon (A)/1.2 \{= 0.58\} \)

**D. Inductor and Coolidge tube**

This a bad combination according to Dauvillier [29]. Possibility to shortcircuit the coil by high emission in Coolidge, resulting in low voltage, nevertheless relatively high current but few X-rays.

1. Glocker reports lower output than for Transformer-Coolidge Tube (for filtered radiation a factor of 2.5 to 1.4), a difference that disappears at real high voltage (200 kV) [102]. But spectral differences are small.

2. Crowther reports large useless currents, as many others do [104].

3. Owen does the same [105,122]; Tr-Cool, Tr-Ion&Ind-Ion linear relation between mAs and Ionization [105], Fig. 1. Radiation softer than for coil-gastube & Transf-Coolidge [105].

4. Schall does the same [123].

5. Dauvillier also [30].

6. Levy shows this nicely in a graph (his Fig. 6) [124]. 40 mAs for C2 and 140 mAs for D, ergo \( \varepsilon = \varepsilon (C2)/(140/40) \{= 0.16\} \)

7. Levy also states that at low mA (1 mA) the efficiency of the coil-Coolidge combination is much more eff. than the interrupterless-transformer: 20 mA.min versus 50 mA.min, but these look extreme curve ends, rather take 20 and 35 mAs [124]. \( \varepsilon (D) = 1.75 * \varepsilon (C1) \{= 0.98\} \)

8. Farrer also finds useless mA’s. But at 1 mA he finds that Transformer-Coolidge needs 60-70% more mA than Coil-Coolidge [120]. \( \varepsilon = \varepsilon (C2) * 1.65 \{= 0.92\} \)

9. Glocker reports a sine-like voltage for a coil on a Coolidge tube [102], contrary to what most investigators report.

10. Glocker: DC-Coolidge gives 1.5*inductor-Coolidge and 1.6*transformer-Coolidge.
    \[ \varepsilon = 1/1.5 = 0.67. \]

11. Ledoux made comparisons with DC, but not in primary beam, but behind a skull (bone only) as object and using 45 kV. The transformer-Coolidge combi needs 5 times more radiation, the Snookes transformer with rotating rectifier 3 times more, the transformer-Lilienfeldt tube 3 times, the Mueller tube 4 times, and finally the coil (inductor)-Coolidge 4 times [31]. Note that attenuation accentuates spectral differences, and kV is low! Not used.

12. Codd [125] says a factor 2 less efficient than inductor on gas tube. \( \varepsilon (D) = \varepsilon (A)/2 \{= 0.35\} \)
13. Russ [126] shows the typical low efficiency and large currents.
14. Donnithorne [127] says the same.
15. Richards [128] shows sine voltage and current, and much (too) narrow X-ray output pulse measured with ionization chamber (CH3I).

**ES XII. Estimation of uncertainty in the results of computational method**

Part of dose reconstruction should be the assessment of its accuracy. The latter is difficult in our case because the old literature doesn’t provide uncertainties in the various parameters we used in the computations. We estimated therefore uncertainties ourselves, and used them in an elementary “error analysis”. Because the KfIA is the primary output from our calculations, we assess the uncertainty in that parameter. In case the available information only pertains to the secondary circuit, then according to first principles the following holds for the KfIA (to keep it practical we give the units actually used in the computations):

\[
KfIA = f(kV, d) \times \varepsilon \times I_{av} \times t \times \frac{Z_{anode}}{Z_w} \times \text{FSD}^{-2} \quad \text{Gy} \quad \text{(Eq. 1),}
\]

with the function \( f(kV,d) \) giving the KfIA in \( \mu\text{Gy}/\text{mAs} \) at 1 m, assuming the X-ray tube has a glass wall of \( d \) mm thickness and is driven by a DC high voltage kV. Further, \( \varepsilon \) is the X-ray efficiency of the system compared to DC, \( I_{av} \), the average tube current in mA, \( t \) the exposure time in s, \( Z \) the atomic number and \( \text{FSD} \) the focus-skin distance in meters. We limit ourselves to changes in KfIA around 75 kV and 0.85 mm tube wall, including 250 mm air between tube and patient. For our error analysis \( f(kV,d) \) is needed in two forms, one showing the dependence on changes in kV for fixed \( d \) (0.85 mm), and one showing the effect of changes in wall thickness for fixed high voltage (75 kV). The function \( f(kV,0.85mm) \) is shown in Fig. ES13 (left, linear dependence, DC): \( f(kV,0.85mm) = (3.2647 \text{ kV} - 31.363) \mu\text{Gy/mAs} \) at 1 m. Similarly \( f(75kV,d) = (-209.68 d + 396.33) \mu\text{Gy/mAs} \) at 1 m (graph not shown).

In the following we use the letter \( \sigma \) for the standard deviation (“uncertainty”); the subscript identifies the pertinent parameter. For an uncertainty of \( \sigma_{kV} \) in the kV, the relative kV-induced uncertainty in air kerma around 75 kV can be approximated by \( 1.15 \frac{\sigma_{kV}}{kV} \), as can easily be shown using the linear expression for \( f(kV,0.85mm) \). Similarly, one finds from \( f(75kV,d) \) that around a wall thickness of 0.85 mm the relative wall thickness induced uncertainty in air kerma is approximately given by \( 0.82 \frac{\sigma_d}{d} \). Since the air kerma is linearly dependent on the other parameters in the above equation, except the FSD of course, one obtains for the total relative uncertainty in the calculated air kerma:

\[
\left( \frac{\sigma_{KfIA}}{KfIA} \right)^2 = \left( 1.15 \frac{\sigma_{kV}}{kV} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\sigma_{\varepsilon}}{\varepsilon} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\sigma_{I_{av}}}{I_{av}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\sigma_{t}}{t} \right)^2 + \left( 0.82 \frac{\sigma_d}{d} \right)^2 + \left( 2 \frac{\sigma_{\text{FSD}}}{\text{FSD}} \right)^2.
\]

When \( I_{av} \) has to be obtained from data applying to the primary and secondary circuit (assuming sine voltage and sine current) Eq. 1 reads:

\[
KfIA = f(kV, d) \times \varepsilon \times 1.2732 \frac{\alpha V_{prim} I_{prim}}{kV} \times t \times \frac{Z_{anode}}{Z_w} \times \text{FSD}^{-2}
\]
When the kV in the middle of this equation is put below \( f(kV, d) \) one gets for fixed \( d \) the following relation \( \frac{f(kV, 0.85\text{mm})}{kV} = 3.2647 - \frac{31.363}{kV} \), which is nearly constant (varies 2\% for 10 kV change). But uncertainties in \( \alpha \) (electrical transformation efficiency of generator system), \( V_{\text{prim}} \) (DC primary voltage) and \( I_{\text{prim}} \) (average primary current) come into play, and in a linear way. Then the following approximately holds for the total relative uncertainty:

\[
\left( \frac{\sigma_{KfiA}}{KfiA} \right)^2 = \left( \frac{\sigma_\varepsilon}{\varepsilon} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\sigma_\alpha}{\alpha} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\sigma_{V_{\text{prim}}}}{V_{\text{prim}}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\sigma_t}{t} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{0.82\sigma_d}{d} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{2\sigma_{FSD}}{FSD} \right)^2.
\]

Finally, the dependence of the relative uncertainty in \( KfiA \) on the various uncertainties in case we base our calculations on an estimate of the anode temperature is given by:

\[
\left( \frac{\sigma_{KfiA}}{KfiA} \right)^2 = \left( \frac{\sigma_{P(T)}}{P(T)} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\sigma_\varepsilon}{\varepsilon} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\sigma_t}{t} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{0.72\sigma_d}{d} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{2\sigma_{FSD}}{FSD} \right)^2.
\]

The allowed thermal load for an anode temperature \( T \), \( P(T) \), can be obtained using Fig. ES5.

Note we considered for the early small tubes also 75 kV, but a thinner tube wall of 0.6 mm.

In practice it is very difficult to make reasonable guesses for the various sigmas, but we tried (often somewhat conservatively we think) and got at least some idea of the final uncertainty in our dose reconstructions. Note that considering “maximum deviations” in parameters is impractical and makes little sense. In principle some additional uncertainty will be introduced by SpekCalc. We will see that the default value of its calibration factor \( N_f \) of 0.68 appears to apply pretty well in our work (as it should theoretically).

**ES XIII. Results from chromoradiometers**

Levy-Dorn [129] reported that the dose needed for a pelvic radiograph amounted to 1/20 of 1.5 H(olzknecht), with the dose specified in the detector plane at 60 cm from the X-ray focus. At the position of the skin, at 30 cm from the focus the dose is four times higher (it is Levy-Dorn who specifies a 30 cm focus-skin distance). One so finds for the kerma free in air \( KfiA = 4 \times (1/20) \times 1.5 \times \text{pastille dose/5} = 4 \times (1/20) \times 1.5 \times (3906/5) = 234 \text{ mGy} \). With BSF=1.17 one finds ESAK = 274 mGy.

Kienböck [4] specified the dose for an X-ray of the kidney using the “Kompressionsblende” as 1/6 X, also in the plane of the photographic plate. We assume the compression diaphragm caused a distance of 39 cm between the focus and the skin [53], and assuming a 20 cm thick patient, 1 cm between patient and plate, one finds for the kerma free in air at the entrance location 1/6*(pastille dose/10)*(60/39)^2 = 1/6*3906*(60/39)^2 = 154 mGy, and for ESAK 180 mGy. We have a check on Kienböck’s dosimetry as he also allows the calculation of the pastille dose. He advised that 1 X was incurred by an exposure characterized by: a hardness BW 5 or an 18 cm spark gap, 0.1 mA, 60 seconds exposure, 5 cm focus-quantimeter (p290). In 1905 Kienböck must have used a Pt anode under 45 degrees and the X-ray efficiency \( \varepsilon \)
of the inductor and ion tube will have been about 0.69 (Table 3). As 1X is 1/10 of a pastille dose, we now can calculate it. Assuming a glass wall thickness of 0.85 mm (equivalent with 0.76 mm Al), and using 89 kV and 110 kV (from 5 BW and 18 cm spark gap, respectively) one finds with the help of SpekCalc estimates for the pastille dose of 4.6 Gy and 5.8 Gy. These values are larger than the previously given 3.9 Gy, but not impossible considering the limitations of the method.

Dalton et al. [28] also used Holzknecht’s device, but they specified their results in an indirect way: at 73 kV-peak, 5 mA, 300 s exposure time and the “Holzknecht sheet” at 15 cm from the focus a reading was obtained of 7.5 – 10 H. These data give a relation between electrical data and the pastille dose. He further reports that his pelvis photographs are made at 80 kV, 30 mA, 2.5 s exposure time and a focus-film distance of 27 inch. From these combined data (and 5H = 3.9 Gy and taking trivial differences in mAs, kVp and distance into account) one finds a kerma free in air of 46 mGy, i.e ESAK = 54 mGy (effect of kV change implemented via SpekCalc’s air kerma). Using the electrical data directly in SpekCalc yields ESAK = 59 mGy, in good agreement. Dalton et al. used the Bucky-Potter grid and intensifying screens.

ES XIV. Results, reconstructed and retrieved

- Time dependence of ESAK in Fig. 4

The overall time dependence of the dose in Fig. 4 looks rather smooth, but a number of low doses stand out, clearly coming from “the avant garde” in dose reduction. Braun [130] noticed in 1928 that he, like Saupe [131], could do with no more than about 1 R per radiograph, but in a table with practical values he reported 7 R. The low doses in 1938, 1939, 1953 and 1957 were reported by Ardran and colleagues [132-134]. Ardran worked on dose reduction in research institutes. Billings [135] states with respect to his 1957 ESAK of 4.4 mGy: “The resulting skin dose is five to ten times less than that reported by other investigators”. Persliden et al. in 2002 [136] reported even lower doses than 0.7 mGy, but this was the lowest dose reportedly giving satisfactory images.

The 2018 result from the Maastricht University Medical Center, is 0.82 mGy (n=348, adult patients; personal communication Cécile Jeukens). The computational method gave an 8% lower value, 0.76 mGy. The result is only slightly higher than the 2012 value of 0.71 mGy for larger 10-15 year old children [137] (obtained after optimization of imaging protocols).

The data in Fig. 4 could well be fitted with a single exponential. Adding a second degree term in the exponent, to allow for curvature in the logarithmic graph, did improve the fit only slightly when the low data points mentioned above had been removed: R² increased from 0.8716 to 0.8798. Fig. ES15 shows the collected ESAK values sorted according to their origin.

On a linear scale the distribution of doses (normalized with fitted exponential function) is heavily skewed (Fig. ES16, left), but on a logarithmic scale the distribution is nearly symmetric (Fig. ES16, right). The equivalent of Fig. 4 with a linear vertical scale is shown in Fig. ES17. This graph illustrates the tremendous spread at all times (Fig. ES17), illustrating even better than Fig. 4 missed opportunities for lowering dose by optimization. We will not discuss how the
average dose was lowered over time, as most of it is well known. For the interested reader we recommend the review by Eisenberg [138].

An important cause of variability in exposures in the ion tube era was the unintended change in gas pressure in the tube. Another was unwarranted use, which could result in extremely high doses. Mitchell et al. [139] and Cassidy [140] reported about such X-ray incidents in 1898 and 1899. Judging from the reported wet desquamation and necrotization following exposure, the dose during the imaging of respectively a renal calculus and a hip must have been above 18 Gy according to ICRP Report 118 [141]. Deutschländer [142] made 5 hip radiographs in the same patient in two days in 1899. Wet desquamation followed. As he gave all specifications (in 1899!) of the exposure the total ESAK could be calculated as 19 Gy. Probably many more of such accidents happened.

- A check of our computational approach

A number of authors reported both doses and exposure parameters. We considered these “double” data from the earliest period possible, i.e. from 1927 onwards, to about 1957, as they might be best representative for the period before 1927 in terms of radiation softness. In 32 instances we were able to compare measured and computed doses, all from transformer-Coolidge systems (including Snook transformers), resulting in an average ratio of 0.97±0.21 (Fig. 6). This is satisfying and it suggests that the chosen thickness of the glass wall of the X-ray tube was fortunate (an arbitrary choice within the possible range of thicknesses for reasonably sized tubes). It also testifies to the plausibility of other parameters that had to be derived for our computations, but compensation of errors cannot be excluded. Note that only the measured doses were included in Fig. 4, not those computed for this comparison.

There is no reason to assume that the pre- and post-1927 doses computed for Coolidge tubes differ substantially in reconstruction errors (i.e. ≤21%). Now notice that in the period 1913-1922 doses from X-ray systems consisting of an ion tube with an inductor/Snook-transformer (red squares in Fig. ES15, top left) roughly match in amplitude and spread with the reconstructions for the Coolidge tube systems (green squares): average 317±163 mGy (n=34) vs 293±147 mGy (n=14). The reconstruction error in ion tube systems might therefore be not too different from that for Coolidge systems, at least when a similar spread in doses introduced by the users and their systems did exist. These results seem to suggest that the reconstruction uncertainty for all X-ray systems from this period does not exceed the 40% we estimated before.

One is often warned that dose estimation using electrical parameters may be quite inaccurate. It is true that large deviations between calculations and measurements have been reported, but our impression is that the correspondence is mostly rather acceptable (as suggested by Fig. 6). The user manual of PCXMC [143] states: “The accuracy of specifying the input dose by the tube current-time product (mA.s) is about 30%” (maximum deviation?). Moreover, many identical systems were reported to give approximately identical (measured) doses. Two examples only: Sorrentino and Yalow in 1950, who report that the output for seven systems is within 10%
[144], and McCullough and Cameron [145], who imply in the comparison in their Table 1 similar output in six different studies. Such results imply a consistency between systems working under the same conditions that is at the basis of dose simulations. An unknown variable in the past was often the inherent filtration. Some tubes for skin therapy had very thin windows [12] and not accounting for this in radiography would of course result in unexpectedly high doses.

**Fig. ES15** ESAK pelvic radiograph since 1896. Data sorted according to their origin. The fits with a simple exponential function (black lines) show to some extent the impact of the separate data groups on the summary fit in Fig. 4. The effect of not considering four “avant garde doses” (i.e. exceptionally low values at the time of reporting) in graph “ESAK from reported measured KfiA” is shown by the red line. Similarly, the effect of not considering seven low values in “Reported measured ESAK” is illustrated by the green line.
**Fig. ES16** Left: relative spread in ESAK from 1896-2018 in linear domain (x-axis is linear; n=182). Right: the same on a logarithmic x-axis, including a Gaussian fitted to the data. Note the distribution is heavily skewed in the linear domain, but rather symmetric in the log-domain. Points summed within intervals (x-axis) of 0.2; data are smoothed.

**Fig. ES17** Spread and reduction in ESAK over the years on a linear vertical scale. The curve represents the exponential function fitted to the data. To the right the more recent data on an appropriate scale.
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ES XV References for Fig. 4.

Note that several sources had more than one dose for a given year (there are data for 79 years).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1904</td>
<td>[9], [10]</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>[58], [59]</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>[82], [96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>[16], [17], [18], [19]</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>[59], [65]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>[22], [23], [24]</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>[68], [69]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>[99], [100], [101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>[25], [26], [27]</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>[70], [71]</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>[102], [103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>[21], [28], [29], [30], [31]</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>[72]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>[82], [104], [105]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>[73], [74]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>[106]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>[33], [34]</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>[76], [77]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>[35], [36], [37], [38]</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>[78]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>[108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>[41], [42], [43]</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>[80], [81]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>[110], [111], [82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>[82]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[112], [113], [114], [115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>[84], [85]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>[118], [119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>[47], [48], [49]</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>[82], [86]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>[120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>[87], [88]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>[51], [52]</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>[89], [90]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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